Head Teachers'
Message:
Experiential: Maheen
Exploratory: Tayyab and Zayaan

Next week Eid will take place. If you wish for your
child to participate in Eid at home, please let your
teacher know via the class email.

Investigative: Blake and Jessica

Next week we are excited to hear Skylight Circus
will be working with Bubble 5 in the Investigative
Phase. We look forward to seeing photos of the
learners engaging in some super fun sessions.
Thank you for your lovely comments this week as a
direct result of the footage shared on Granada
reports.

Butterflies - Brayden
Wallabies - Blakeley and Hussain
Ducklings - Ayan

Reminder if your child has potential Covid symptoms
you must take your child for a PCA test not a lateral
flow test, you can book a test via this link https://
www.gov.uk/get-coronavirus-test
Please also alert school via telephone or email to
covid@springside.rochdale.sch.uk

Zebras - Raky
Rhinos - Arash
Elephants - Aran
Meerkats - Imaad
Monkeys - Noyon

Take care and stay safe

Penguins - Adam

Melody

Dinosaurs - Bella
Giraffes - Mysha

Mental Health and Wellbeing Award
This week the certificate goes to:

Tigers - Marlon
Certificates have been emailed home via email to
celebrate with your child.

Adam
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Experiential Phase
It's been another wonderful week in Exploratory, some of the butterflies
have been doing rebound therapy on the trampoline which was great
fun. We have also continued on our magic train ride, stopping off in
outer space. We have enjoyed exploring lots of crunchy resources to
make aliens. I regularly bump into Wallabies class going outside to have
some fun and exercise - such a welcome break after being limited for so long.
Have a wonderful weekend everyone, enjoy the sunshine.
Louise and experiential team

Exploratory Phase
Another week filled with lots of movement! Ducklings class have
continued to explore the Wheels on the Bus rhyme, Zebras class
have continued to learn to count to 5 using the 5 red planes song
and Elephants have been on a trip to the safari!

All the learners continue to enjoy the variety of bikes, trikes and
scooters on offer on the playground at outdoor play times. The
learners have been super-duper remembering to wear their helmets
when riding too. Some of Ducklings class learners even had a go on
Olivia's adult bike, with a little bit of help - very brave!
Enjoy the weekend everyone.
Investigative Phase
Investigative phase have continued to be 'On the move' with lots of planting and
developing out outdoor areas. Penguins have been carefully thinking
about being safe when crossing the roads on our school site and walking
sensibly with our adults. Tigers have enjoyed learning about the history
of locomotives for our non fiction writing and how they have changed in
more recent times. We found out about a new type of train called a Maglev
which levitates over the track and travels at an amazing 260mph, very
different to the locomotion number 1 which could only manage a
very slow 11mph!

Enjoy the weekend everyone
Louise and Investigative phase
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Rights Respecting School News
This week our steering group have been looking at the
different class charters around the school, communicating
their thoughts and opinions and then selecting their favourite ones. It was
a very tricky decision as they were all amazing and each class had
selected a fantastic range of UNICEF children’s rights to focus on as a
whole class. Across the 3 different phases the winners chosen were;
Penguins for their fantastic ‘Rights Respecting Tree, Zebras for their
fantastic ‘Hot air balloon’ themed charter and Wallabies for their beautiful
‘Growing Together’ display. Well done everyone and we hope you enjoy
using your beautiful charters to support your learning and understanding
of your rights!
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